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Increases customer satisfaction by 45% by 
automating their administrative processes

(SADM)

FOUNDED IN

ABOUT THE COMPANY 01 Scenario

CUSTOMERS EMPLOYEES

1956 2M 5,147

Monterrey Water and Drainage 
Services I.P.D (SADM) is the entity 

in charge of offering potable 

water, drainage and sewerage 

services in the Mexican city of 

Monterrey. Currently, it has almost 

2 million customers and has been 

recognized as one of the largest 

and most important potable 

water operators in Latin and North 

America. 

Sector: Public services

Location: Monterrey (Mexico)

www.sadm.gob.mx

Before using AuraQuantic, this utility company had been using a software solution for fifteen 

years that had many limitations and made it difficult for those involved, since it allowed 

processes to be diagrammed, but not automated. Furthermore, despite being one of the 

largest water supply companies, SADM did not have a specialized process engineering 

department. Once created, their main objective was to find a tool that would help them 

achieve process automation: from analysis, diagram creation and attribute definition to 

end-to-end automation. After studying different proposals, they selected AuraQuantic. 

Thanks to the implementation of this digital solution and 

collaboration with the local partner, a system was established that 

empowered SADM to improve their services, reduce response 

times and ensure optimal use of financial and human resources.

https://www.sadm.gob.mx/
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SADM struggled with outdated and confusing information, which generated a high 

percentage of errors in recorded information and an unnecessarily heavy workload for 

employees.

The main challenges to tackle with the implementation of AuraQuantic were the following:

The implementation of AuraQuantic and agile process automation were achieved quickly. 

Two stages were established for process development: 

All of them are end-to-end processes which gives SADM a global vision of each process from 

beginning to end, facilitating their automation and continuous improvement. 

Increase the capacity to manage processes.

Overcome resistance to platform change.

Integrate with other software to provide a true source of data in real time.

Increase productivity.

Automate procedures and provide business intelligence to improve services 

and reduce response times.

Provide a platform for collaboration, knowledge exchange and workflow 

management for efficient use of human resources.

02 Challenges

03 Solution

Institutional Intelligent Improvement Stage 1

Institutional Intelligent Improvement Stage 2

““Using AuraQuantic 
was so simple, it is an 
easy-to-learn and 
intuitive platform.“

VÍCTOR HUGO ARMENDÁRIZ 
Head of Strategic Projects for Quality 

and Process Coordination.
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Automation of administrative process management.

Automation of operational processes.

This process automated executive tasks, property investigation and agreements of interest 

and the preparation of legal documents. Thus, giving all the people involved access to the 

documentation and keeping them informed of all changes in real time.

Upon approval of a project, this process integrates and orchestrates all the project 

information, including:

In addition, work is currently being done on the analysis of the Mii Contract project, 

leveraging the functionalities provided by AuraQuantic.

Work supervision to guarantee quality control and traceability.

Management of extra resources for 100% transparency.

Management of progress estimates to ensure projects run on schedule and 

within the budget with real-time alerts and notifications for fast response. 

Closing and management of public works contracts to ensure efficient and 

effective management.

Project planning to provide employees with collaboration tools and load 

balancing for efficient planning and to avoid knowledge loss.

Management of permits, authorizations and licenses to guarantee compliance 

and an efficient service with a business rules engine, document management 

system and 100% traceability.

Budget preparation. 

Convention management. Facilitate decision making with data management, 

activity monitoring and ensure optimal use of resources.

Stage 1

01

02

Stage 2

Thanks to the automation of this process, the times for reviewing 

and responding to applicants have been greatly reduced.
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Customer effort evaluates the customer’s experience with a product or service. It consists 

of rating the experience on a seven-level scale from “very difficult” to “very easy” to 

determine the effort required to use the product or service and the probability of 

continuing to pay for it.

When SADM made the decision to implement AuraQuantic, they had to go to great lengths 

in terms of internal company reorganization. As mentioned above, they faced resistance 

to change from a more traditional mindset. On an economic level, it should be noted that 

the previous platform was much more expensive, so AuraQuantic was within budget and 

did not involve any additional expense.

For SADM, using the AuraQuantic BPM tool was very simple 
and they emphasize that, at all times, they had the help of the 
team and the local partner. That’s why the company classifies 

its satisfaction with this low-code tool as “very easy”.

Automating project management and company administrative processes with the 

AuraQuantic BPM platform has generated the following benefits for SADM:

Savings in 
operating costs

Elimination of 
unnecessary tasks

Reduction of time 
spent on tasks

Greater
agility 

15% 30%20% 25%

Improved 
response times

Creation of new 
unique activities

Increase in customer 
satisfaction

38%25% 45%

04 Results

05 Customer effort

SAMANTHA LIZETH GONZÁLEZ 
Commercial Analyst and Projects of the 

Coordination of Processes and Quality.

““AuraQuantic is an 
easy tool to use and 
understand.”
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Companies seek to simplify high-frequency routine tasks. Therefore, process automation 

plays a key role. Thanks to the implementation of AuraQuantic in SADM, the company has 

first-hand experience of the tools many advantages, which include:

In addition, SADM highlights the added value of having gained greater operational 

efficiency derived from end-to-end process management.

06 Benefits

A Visual and functional platform.

A unique pricing model for affordability and continuous ROI.

Specialized support.

It does not imply drastic changes.

End-user friendly.

Low-code platform, an advantage that guarantees useability for any 
employee, collaborator, or user, without the need for technical specialization.

Important alliances, such as Microsoft.

““AuraQuantic is useful for 
any type of company and 
industry, since this type 
of technology greatly 
simplifies processes and 
its benefits are more than 
evident.”

VÍCTOR HUGO ARMENDÁRIZ 
Head of Strategic Projects for Quality 

and Process Coordination.
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There are countless projects that can be automated, which means choosing where to start 

can be confusing. Therefore, we propose a series of questions that can help you focus on a 

correct starting point:

How quickly do you respond to your customers’ requests?

How does the experience you provide your customers compare to that of your 

competition?

Do your employees spend a lot of time doing manual tasks that could be 

automated?

Do your competitors offer more products and services targeting specific 

market segments than you do?

What percentage of customer transactions generate exceptions that must be 

processed manually?

01

02

03

04

05

Check-list
Ask yourself these questions:
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Accelerate your 
digital transformation 

with AuraQuantic

More case studies at
www.auraquantic.com

http://www.auraquantic.com

